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Important notice
This presentation is given on behalf of Pushpay Holdings Limited (Pushpay).
NZSX:PPH | ASX:PPH | New Zealand Company Number: 3481675 | ARBN: 613 314 104
Information in this presentation:
●
●
●

●
●

is for general information purposes only, and is not an offer or invitation for subscription, purchase, or recommendation of securities
in Pushpay;
should be read in conjunction with, and is subject to, Pushpay’s Interim and Annual Report, market releases, and information
published on Pushpay’s website www.pushpay.com;
includes forward-looking statements about Pushpay and the environment in which Pushpay operates, which are subject to
uncertainties and contingencies outside of Pushpay’s control – Pushpay’s actual results or performance may differ materially from
these statements;
includes statements relating to past performance, which should not be regarded as a reliable indicator of future performance; and
may contain information from third parties believed to be reliable; however, no representations or warranties are made as to the
accuracy or completeness of such information.

All information in this presentation is current at the date of this presentation, unless stated otherwise. All currency amounts are in United
States Dollars (USD) unless stated otherwise. Please refer to the Appendix for definitions of key metrics used in this presentation.
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Executive
summary
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Problem
●
●

Church attendees are consumers too, and have expectations of a first-class mobile experience
Faith sector has not kept up with technology

●
●
●

Pushpay identified payments as the most obvious entry point to the US faith sector
Pushpay sees “engagement” in a mobile-first world as the crux of the problem
Pushpay has found domain experience is essential in order to be successful in the US faith sector
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Market opportunity

Last Christmas season Amazon had around 70%
of customers engage using a mobile device*

Churches that offer online giving had just 13%
of revenue given through Mobile and Online**

* Amazon.com, Inc (2016). Alexa Devices Top Amazon Best-Seller List this Holiday – Millions of Alexa Devices Sold Worldwide
** Dunham + Company (2015). Study shows churches lag behind in facilitating online giving
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About Pushpay
Pushpay provides engagement
solutions that enable meaningful
connections and mobile commerce
tools that facilitate fast, secure and
easy non point of sale payments.
Pushpay targets Customers who are
looking to offer convenient,
personalised and intuitive
engagement and payment
solutions to their consumers.

Mobile

Payments

Content

Comms

Analytics

Finance
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World-class growth
*

* Please refer to the Appendix for definitions of key metrics

Pushpay has continued
to exceed guidance,
delivering on its
strategic growth plan
whilst maintaining
best-in-class SaaS
metrics.
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Performance
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Track
record of
success
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ACMR growth

106.4m

US$

ACMR
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ARPC growth

1,233

US$
per month ARPC
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Cohort growth
Pushpay has developed a cohort
analysis, which shows that revenue
from existing Customers continues
to increase year over year
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Customer LTV/CAC

>10

LTV/CAC Ratio

LTV/CAC

●
●
●

Months to Recover CAC = <12 months
Annual Revenue Retention Rate = >100%
(95% used for the purposes of the calculation)
Lifetime Value (LTV) calculation = ARPC multiplied by
12, multiplied by the gross profit percentage,
multiplied by the average Customer lifetime
(the average Customer lifetime is 1 divided by churn,
being one minus the Annual Revenue Retention Rate)
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Pushpay’s
strategic
initiatives
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World-class team

345 staff across Redmond, WA, USA and Auckland, New Zealand
(as of 31 December 2017)
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Participation focus
Mobile

Engagement

Drive all channels to “mobile” first

Fuel participation within your community

Mobile Apps, Social Integration, Web
Presence, Voice Activated Devices

Content, Sharing, Groups, Events, Interaction

Payments

Analytics

Simple payment experiences that
keep the payer empowered

Help the community focus on the
actions that drive the best outcomes

Donations, Bills, Campaigns

Usage, Location, Activities, Benchmarks

Finance
Reconcile to core financial
systems with ease
Reporting, Tax/Compliance,
Accounting Integration

Communications
Use best channel for the
purpose
Push, SMS, Email, Voice,
Non-Digital
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Opportunity
Pushpay’s estimated
market share*

Strategic initiatives:
Currently processing
US$2.2b annually of
US$122.94b total giving to
religious organisations in
the US in 2016

●

●
●

* Please refer to the Appendix for relevant workings and sources

Moving up-market, focusing more on
medium and large Customers through
field sales
Accelerate new products such as Apps,
Analytics and Events
Intention for a US-listing by 31 Dec 2018
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Questions
18

Appendix
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US faith sector revenue opportunity

Total addressable market (TAM) grows from US$1.7b in 2016 to US$2.8b in 2021.*
* Please refer to the Appendix for relevant workings and sources
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Pushpay’s North American Customers*

12 of the top 20
and 50 of the top
100 largest
churches in the
USA use
Pushpay**

* Map includes locations in North America of Customers which have been added to the Pushpay platform as at 31 December 2017.
** Outreach Magazine (2017). Outreach 100
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Lack of competition in the faith sector
Pushpay is differentiated from its
competitors through:
●

Authentically speaking the language of
the market

●

The completeness of its solution
(engagement and giving)

●

Being well resourced to execute

●

Its product and development scale

●

Social proof with 12 of the top 20 and
50 of the top 100 largest churches in the
USA as at 31 Dec 2017
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Note: Represents Pushpay’s assessment of the market. Size of circle = estimated market share based on Pushpay’s market knowledge.

Volume growth
Drivers of monthly payment transaction
volume growth:
●

Increased Customer numbers

●

Increasing Customer size

●

Increased % of digital payments

●

Increased transaction value

●

Increases in giving to the US faith sector
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Moving up-market
●

Moving focus to the 93% of Revenue
available in the medium and large
segments

●

Medium and large Customers have
lower CAC, implement better, churn
less and have higher revenue growth

●

Initiatives include:
●

Hired Chris Wilson
ex-Salesforce Global Account
Director, Enterprise Sales

●

Filling 12 initial territories

●

Field marketing
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Adjacent opportunities
●

>340,000 churches in the US*
Pushpay is leading market acquisition with 2% estimated
share with long term duration growth

●
●
●

Over 98,000 public schools and over 33,000
private schools in the US**
1.6 million Not-For-Profit (NFP) Organisations
in the US - schools included***
While Pushpay will look to pursue adjacent
opportunities in the future, the near term focus
will be on increasing its market share in the US
faith sector

* Hartford Institute (2010). Religious Congregations Membership Study
** National Center for Education Statistics (2017). Fast Facts
*** NCCS (2016). Quick Facts About Nonprofits. Note: this includes the over 98,000 public schools and over 33,000 private schools in the US

Note: Please refer to the Appendix for relevant workings and sources
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Case study

US$397,268
Increase in donations per annum
(around 5.7%)
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Key metric definitions
Annual Revenue Retention Rate – is recurring revenue retained from Customers (for example, in the case of Customers in the faith sector, this is measured by the amount of recurring revenue at the end of the period excluding upsells into the existing
Customer base, over the amount of recurring revenue from the end of the previous period).
Annualised Committed Monthly Revenue (ACMR) – is monthly Average Revenue Per Customer (ARPC) multiplied by total Customers and annualised. ACMR is a key metric to track how a SaaS business is acquiring revenue.
Annualised Monthly Payment Transaction Volume – is the annualised four week average payment transaction volume through the Pushpay payment platform, excluding weeks falling in December given this is a seasonal high period.
Average Revenue Per Customer (ARPC) – is the combination of monthly Subscription Fees and Volume Fees divided by total Customers. Subscription Fees are based on the customer product holding which can vary based on the size of the Customer
and Volume Fees are based on payment transaction volume. For Customers who use Pushpay’s payment solution, Volume Fees are recognised on a gross basis and associated costs payable to issuing banks, processing partners and the card brands,
such as Visa and MasterCard, are classified as expenses. The in-month average Volume Fee per Customer is used for the Volume Fee component of ARPC.
Customer – is an entity that utilises one or more Pushpay products. Pushpay reports Customers that have entered into an agreement and completed the paperwork necessary to set up their service. Pushpay views Customers with 0-199 average weekly
attendees as small, 200-1,099 average weekly attendees as medium and 1,100 or more average weekly attendees as large.
Customer Acquisition Cost (CAC) – is sales, marketing and implementation costs divided by the number of new Customers added over a certain period of time.
Lifetime Value (LTV) – is the gross margin expected from a Customer over the lifetime of that Customer. This is calculated as ARPC multiplied by 12, multiplied by the gross profit percentage, multiplied by the average Customer lifetime (the average
Customer lifetime is 1 divided by churn, being one minus the Annual Revenue Retention Rate). Total LTV is calculated as LTV multiplied by total Customers.
Months to Recover CAC – CAC months or months of ARPC to recover CAC is the number of months of revenue required to recover the cost of acquiring each new Customer.
Staff Headcount – is total employees at a specific point in time.
Subscription Fees – is recurring fees based on Customer product holding which can vary based on the size of the Customer (in the case of the faith sector, size is based on average weekly attendance).
Volume Fees – is variable fee income generated from payment transaction volume (in the case of the faith sector, this is usually a percentage of total donations).
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Relevant workings and sources
Churches TAM Growing from 2016 to 2021: US$122.94 billion was given to religious organisations in the USA in 2016. Using that figure, and assuming digital giving of 30%, Pushpay assesses the potential digital payment
revenue opportunity in the USA faith sector (i.e. in terms of subscription and transaction fees which could be earned from digital payments) to be US$1.7 billion. If total religious giving in the USA was to grow by 3.13% per
annum and if total giving through digital payments was to increase by 6% per annum, the potential digital payment revenue opportunity in the USA Faith Sector grows to US$2.8 billion in 2021. Pushpay has calculated these
revenue opportunity figures on an assumption that there are over 340,000 churches in the USA faith sector (including Catholic Churches, Mormon Churches and Orthodox Churches) and on the basis of assumed church sizes
(which Pushpay has estimated on the basis of demographic data).
Sources:
-

Giving USA (2017). The Annual Report on Philanthropy for the year 2016

-

Hartford Institute (2010). Religious Congregations Membership Study and other demographic data

Schools TAM: There were over 33,000 private schools in the USA in 2016. Assuming software fees and 30% of tuition payments are coming through digital (commensurate with our experience in the faith market), Pushpay
estimates the revenue opportunity in the USA school sector (i.e. in terms of transaction and subscription fees which could be earned from digital payments) to be US$0.6 billion on the basis of assumed tuition fees (which
Pushpay has estimated using publicly available information).
Sources:
-

National Center for Education Statistics (2017). Fast Facts

-

National Catholic Education Association (2017). Catholic School Data

NFPs TAM: US$267.1 billion was given to NFPs in the USA in 2016, this number does not include giving to religious organizations. Using that figure and assuming 30% of NFP giving is made through digital contributions,
Pushpay assesses the potential digital payment revenue opportunity in the USA NFP sector (i.e. in terms of transaction and subscription fees which could be earned from digital payments) to be US$2.7 billion. Both volume
and subscription fees for NFPs are based on NFPs with US$500,000 in giving or more.
Sources:
-

Urban Institute (2015). The Nonprofit Sector in Brief 2015: Public Charities, Giving and Volunteering

-

Giving USA (2017). The Annual Report on Philanthropy for the year 2016

All of the above TAMs have been calculated on the basis of Pushpay’s current subscription and transaction fee pricing.
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